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Request to Evaluators

Please provide detailed comments justifying the provided scores.
Maximum obtainable score: 45
Minimum obtainable score: 27
=poor
= insufficient
=adequate
= good
=excellent
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Score:
(Threshold
12/20)

Section B: IoT Solution
Relevance for Big IoT

Please rate usefulness and complementarity of the proposal for Big IoT Project

Impact of IoT solution

Please rate how much the proposal contributes to overcome interoperability
hurdles with respect to the targeted domains (smart mobility/smart environment),
also considering beneficiaries and availability of data after the end of the project.

Clarity of business vision and ambition

Please rate how clear and ambitious the business vision of the applicant is.

Maturity of the IoT solution involved and appropriateness of the
approach

Please rate how mature the described IoT solution is from a technical
perspective. Quality of objectives and innovative elements present in the proposal
have to be taken into account.
Score:
(Threshold 6/10)

Section C: Innovation and impact
Clarity of the offered resources/services and alignment with
BIG IoT vision
Please rate how clearly the resources/services to be offered are
described and how aligned these offerings are with the Big IoT vision

Extent of potential benefits from the involved IoT solution

Please rate how realistic and extensive are the envisioned benefits from joining
the Big IoT ecosystem
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Section D: Implementation
Quality of the team

Score:
(Threshold 6/10)

Please rate quality and relevant experience of the individual participants

Feasibility of work plan

Please rate how feasible is the work plan based on the requested
duration, budget and timing of deliverables

Section E: Data Management

Score:
(Threshold 3/5)

Soundness of approach with respect to management of
sensitive/private data, if applicable
Please rate how sound is the (planned) approach of the described IoT
solution to manage the involved sensitive/private data, in relation to the
respective EU legislation.
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